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ABSTRACT
The paper treats the problem of localization in Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN). In our work, we present and
evaluate Wireless Sensor Network Localization System,
which offers network models generator along with differ-
ent localization methods including Trilateration & Sim-
ulated Annealing algorithm. The paper describes exten-
sion of WSN Localization System with modules support-
ing distributed computing in HPC environment. A pro-
vided case study concentrate on improving algorithms ro-
bustness through parallel solving a huge number of local-
ization tasks. WSN Localization System in distributed
version is used for generation a set of test networks with
various topology parameters and solving the created lo-
calization tasks with very different values of method pa-
rameters. Applying distributed computing in our HPC
infrastructure allows to speedup calculations by two or-
ders of magnitude.

INTRODUCTION TO WSN LOCALIZATION
The goal of localization is to assign geographic coor-
dinates to each node in the sensor network in the de-
ployment area. Wireless sensor network localization is
a complex problem that can be solved in different ways,
Karl and Willig (2005). A number of research and com-
mercial location systems for WSNs have been developed.
They differ in their assumptions about the network con-
figuration, distribution of calculation processes, mobility
and finally the hardware’s capabilities, Mao et al. (2007);
Awad et al. (2007); Zhang et al. (2010).

Recently proposed localization techniques consist in
identification of approximate location of nodes based on
merely partial information on the location of the set of
nodes in a sensor network. An anchor is defined as a node
that is aware of its own location, either through GPS or
manual pre-programming during deployment. Identifica-
tion of the location of other nodes is up to an algorithm

locating non-anchors. Considering hardware’s capabil-
ities of network nodes we can distinguish two classes
of methods: range based (distance-based) methods and
range free (connectivity based) methods.

The former is defined by protocols that use absolute
point to point distance estimates (ranges) or angle esti-
mates in location calculation. The latter makes no as-
sumption about the availability or validity of such in-
formation, and use only connectivity information to lo-
cate the entire sensor network. The popular range free
solutions are hop-counting techniques. Distance-based
methods require the additional equipment but through
that much better resolution can be reached than in case
of connectivity based ones. In our works we concentrate
on range based methods.

The paper is structured as follows: at the beginning we
formulate the distance-based localization problem. Next,
we provide a short overview of our software environment
for WSN localization and an extension applied to our
software in order to utilize HPC environment. Finally,
we provide a case study results and conclusions.

DISTANCE-BASED LOCALIZATION PROCESS
Distance-based localization is a complex problem and
solving it requires to combine two techniques: sig-
nal processing and algorithms transforming measure-
ments into the coordinates of the nodes in the network.
Hence, distance-based localization schemes operate in
two stages.

• Distance estimation stage – estimation of inter-node
distances based on inter-node transmissions.

• Position calculation stage – calculation of geo-
graphic coordinates of nodes forming the network.

Distance estimation stage
As it was mentioned in the introduction using range
based methods we can reach much better resolution than
in case of range free ones. However in order to do that the
additional equipment is usually required. Each of popu-
lar techniques – widely described in literature, Karl and
Willig (2005); Mao et al. (2007), such as Angle of Arrival
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(AoA), Time of Arrival (ToA), Time Difference of Ar-
rival (TDoA) needs an additional stuff such as antennas
or accurately synchronized clocks. The only exception
from these requirements is a Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI) technique.

RSSI is considered as the simplest and cheapest
method amongst the wireless distance estimation tech-
niques, since it does not require additional hardware for
distance measurements and is unlikely to significantly
impact local power consumption, sensor size and thus
cost. Main disadvantage of using RSSI is low accuracy.
In respect to wireless channel models provided in liter-
ature, Rappapport (2002), received power should be a
function of distance. However, the RSSI values have
a high variability and they cannot be treated as a good
distance estimates, Ramadurai and Sichitiu (2003); Ben-
kic et al. (2008). Nevertheless some authors indicate
that new radio transceivers can give RSSI measurements
good enough to be a reasonable link estimator, Srinivasan
and Levis (2006); Barsocchi et al. (2009).

The signal propagation model outlined in Rappapport
(2002); Marks and Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz (2011)
allows to estimate the distance if the strength of received
signal is known. The objective of the distance estimation
stage is to tune up the parameters of propagation model.
It should be underline that the aim of this procedure is ob-
taining the smallest errors in distances estimations as it is
impossible to achieve accurate results due to RSSI inac-
curacy. In our previous paper, Marks and Niewiadomska-
Szynkiewicz (2011), we provided three methods of dis-
tance estimation wrt a given network topology and de-
ployment area – Ordinary Least Square Method (OLS),
Weighted Least Square Method (WLS) and Geometric
Combined Least Square Method (GCLS).

Position calculation stage
In the position calculation stage the measurements of
inter-node distances are used to estimate the coordi-
nates of non-anchor nodes in the network. Let us con-
sider a WSN formed by M sensors (anchor nodes) with
known position expressed as l-dimensional coordinates
ak ∈ Rl, k = 1, . . . ,M and N sensors (non-anchor
nodes) xi ∈ Rl, i = 1, . . . , N with unknown loca-
tions. Our goal is to estimate the coordinates of non-
anchor nodes. We can formulate the optimization prob-
lem with the performance measure J considering esti-
mated Euclidean distances of all neighbor nodes:

min
x̂

{
J =

M∑
k=1

∑
j∈Nk

(||ak − x̂j ||2 − d̃kj)2

+

N∑
i=1

∑
j∈Ni

(||x̂i − x̂j ||2 − d̃ij)2
}
,

(1)

where x̂i and x̂j denote estimated positions of nodes i
and j, d̃kj and d̃ij distances between pairs of nodes (k, j)
and (i, j) calculated based on radio signal measurements,

Nk = {(k, j) : dkj ≤ r}, Ni = {(i, j) : dij ≤ r}
sets of neighbors of anchor and non-anchor nodes (j =
1 . . . , N), and r maximal transmission range (assessed
based on available measurements).

The stochastic optimization algorithms can be used
to solve the problem (1). Kannan et al. (2005) present
the results of location calculation for simulated anneal-
ing method. We propose the hybrid technique that uses a
combination of the trilateration method, along with sim-
ulated annealing (TSA: Trilateration & Simulated An-
nealing). TSA was described in details in Marks and
Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz (2007). It operates in two
phases:

• Phase 1 – the auxiliary solution (localization) is pro-
vided using the geometry of triangles.

• Phase 2 – the solution of the phase 1 is improved by
applying stochastic optimization.

From the perspective of algorithm robustness espe-
cially the second phase is important. It is based on sim-
ulated annealing (SA) which is a well known heuris-
tic used to solve the localization problem (1), Kannan
et al. (2005); Mao et al. (2007). It is implemented as
a computer simulation of a stochastic process. It per-
forms point-to-point transformation. Our implementa-
tion of SA algorithm is a classical version of SA with
one modification – the cooling process is slowed down.
At each value of the coordinating parameter T (tempera-
ture), not one but P ·N non-anchor nodes are randomly
selected for modification (where N denotes the number
of sensors with unknown positions in the network and
P is a reasonably large number to make the system into
thermal equilibrium). The general scheme of SA algo-
rithm is presented in Algorithm 1.

TSA algorithm efficiency and robustness strongly de-
pend on control parameters α, β,∆d0, P, T0, Tf specific
to the simulated annealing algorithm used in the second
phase of TSA, and depicted in Algorithm 1. All these

Algorithm 1 Simulated annealing algorithm
1: T = T0, T0 – initial temperature, Tf – final temperature
2: ∆d = ∆d0, ∆d0 – initial move distance
3: while T > Tf do
4: for i = 1 to P ·N do
5: select a node to perturb
6: generate a random direction and move a node at distance ∆d
7: evaluate the change in the cost function, ∆J
8: if (∆J ≤ 0) then
9: //downhill move⇒ accept it

10: accept this perturbation and update the solution
11: else
12: //uphill move⇒ accept with probability
13: pick a random probability rp = uniform(0,1)
14: if (rp ≤ exp(−∆J/T )) then
15: accept this perturbation and update the solution
16: else
17: reject this perturbation and keep the old solution
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
21: change the temperature: Tnew = α · T , T = Tnew

22: change the distance ∆dnew = β ·∆d, ∆d = ∆dnew

23: end while



Figure 1: Networks manager in WSN Localization System

parameters influence the speed of convergence and accu-
racy of the solution. To obtain the general purpose algo-
rithm the values of them should be tuned up for diverse
network topologies.

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
In order to evaluate our two-phase method new software
tool – WSN Localization System was created. WSN Lo-
calization System supports not only the both phases of
localization process but it offers also the network models
generator. The system architecture is depicted in Figure
2. A user-friendly graphical interface (GUI) for interact-
ing with our system is given. Except the GUI and the
database, used for storing all data connected with net-
works, tasks and localization results, localization system
is composed of three main components: Networks Man-
ager, Distance Estimation Module and Position Calcula-
tion Module.

Networks Manager
Networks Manager (Fig. 1) provides an interface for
low-power networks modeling. User can add, remove
and modify networks by selecting appropriate topology,
channel and radio parameters. In general the proper mod-
eling of low-power links is very difficult since the links
characterization depends on radio chips (e.g., TR1000,
CC1000, CC2420, etc), operational environments (in-

Figure 2: WSN Localization System components

door, outdoor) and many other parameters such as traf-
fic load or radio channel – Baccour et al. (2012). In our
software we decided to provide models based on Link
Layer Model for MATLAB provided by Zuniga and Kr-
ishnamachari (2004). Networks Manager focus on wire-
less channel modeling and no radio modulation and en-
coding are considered. In the future Networks Manager
will be extended to provide data gathering from real-life
deployments.



Figure 3: Distributed system architecture

Distance Estimation Module
Distance Estimation Module (DEM) provides optimiza-
tion methods transforming RSSI measurements into in-
ternode distances estimations. At present DEM has reg-
istered three approaches to distance estimation: Ordinary
Least Square Method (OLS), Weighted Least Square
Method (WLS) and Geometric Combined Least Square
Method (GCLS). More information about distance esti-
mation stage can be found in Marks and Niewiadomska-
Szynkiewicz (2011).

Position Calculation Module
Position Calculation Module (PCM) is the main compo-
nent of our environment as it provides methods for esti-
mating the coordinates of non-anchor nodes in the net-
work using inter-node distances. PCM is realized in the
object-oriented way and it can be easily extended with
new localization algorithms. Currently TSA (Trilatera-
tion & Simulated Annealing) and SA (Simulated Anneal-
ing) methods are supported, in the near future TGA (Tri-
lateration & Genetic Algorithm) method will be added.
More information about position calculation methods
can be found in Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz and Marks
(2009).

DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING EXTENSION
Localization accuracy strongly depends on the measure-
ment errors, network density and anchor nodes location.
In paper Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz and Marks (2009)
we provided an extensive analysis of impact of anchor
nodes distribution on localization accuracy. However
achieving high quality results for very different network
topologies in many cases require running localization
methods with different values of parameters. For exam-
ple TSA method can be tuned up by setting up almost a
dozen parameters such as: cooling scheme, initial tem-
perature, final temperature, shrinking factors for temper-
ature and movement distances.

On the other hand localization method should guar-
antee achieving reasonable results for different networks
without any tuning, as it is often impossible to select ap-
propriate values in the unknown environment. In order
to provide a set of ”safety settings” we decided to gener-
ate a set of test networks with various topology parame-
ters and to solve the created test tasks with different val-
ues of method’s parameters. This experiment allows us
for improving algorithms robustness but requires solving
millions of tasks. Of course this can be done on single
machine but it can take a few days to solve all the tasks.
Therefore we decided to extend our WSN Localization
System to include new capabilities connected with dis-
tributed computing.

System Architecture
The new capabilities required preparation a new system
architecture with Distributed Computing Manager mod-
ule inside simulator and WSN Computational Server ap-
plication. We decided to use client-server communica-
tion model as in our system the computational task can
be easily decomposed into the set of independent sub-
tasks. The system architecture is presented in Figure 3.

The communication between System and computa-
tional server is based on TCP/IP, since we assumed that
provided solution shouldn’t be bounded up with any spe-
cial infrastructure such as InfiniBand or protocol like
MPI. Of course one System is capable to cooperate with
many computational servers.

Distributed Computing Manager
Distributed Computing Manager is the new component in
WSN Localization System that is responsible for client-
server communication and calculation management. The
main functionalities of the module are: tasks splitting,
displaying results of calculations and presenting current
status of each task on computational server. The Dis-
tributed Computing Manager component manages ex-
ecution of all tasks assigned to distributed processing,



Figure 4: Computational Server Architecture

both in single and batch mode. Moreover, Manager is
responsible for computational resources management in
order not to overload WSN Computational Servers.

WSN Computational Server
WSN Computational Server is a new application which
can be run on remote machines. The role of WSN Com-
putational Server is to receive calculation request, real-
ize the experiment and return response to System. The
program doesn’t have any interface. The computations
are done by dedicated calculation threads. The num-
ber of threads shouldn’t exceed the number of processor
cores – the information about available number of cores
is stored in XML configuration file. The same configura-
tion file stores also information about port and IP address
the communication thread should operate. Each compu-
tational server has its own local tasks repository where
the network topologies are stored in order to reduce com-
munication – usually only task identifier is sent and there
is no need to transfer the whole task descriptor. The task
data are transmitted only during running first experiment
with appropriate task. It allows not only to reduce com-
munication but also provides a way for new task distri-
bution for running WSN Computational Servers. Each
computation server has also its own methods repository,
so it is possible to add new localization method by pro-
viding new WSN Computational Server implementation
without modifying the running ones. The architecture of
computational server is depicted in Figure 4.

Communication Protocol
The communication is done in a master-slave scheme.
It is the natural protocol for applications with data de-
composition into blocks and iterative calculations. An
XML-based communication protocol is proposed to per-
form communication between System and computational
servers. It is based on the TCP/IP protocol and BSD
sockets. Our goal was to apply simple mechanism that
fulfills the following requirements:

• flexibility – the protocol should be easy to modify
and extend with new messages,

• failure resistance – the protocol should be robust as
much as possible.

The following messages are supported by communica-
tion protocol (see Figure 5):

getServerInfo [DCM ⇒ server] question about server
configuration such as number of cores etc,

keepAlive [DCM⇒ server] link checking,

runExperiment [DCM ⇒ server] order to run compu-
tations specifying task, method, its parameters and
number of runs,

getExperimentStatus [DCM⇒ server] question about
computation progress,

getTask [server ⇒ DCM] order to download task from
System,

uploadResults [server⇒ DCM] order to upload results
to System.

Figure 5: Messages defined in communication protocol.

An example of runExperiment message is presented in
Figure 6.



<message messageId="00000001">
<request type="runExperiment">

<task id="evenly.ols" />
<method type="TSA">

<param name="fti" value="4" />
<param name="alpha" value="0.94" />
<param name="beta" value="0.98" />
<param name="initial_temp" value="0.1" />

</method>
<experiment runs="5" />

</request>
</message>

Figure 6: An example of XML message.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
To demonstrate possibilities of our software three tasks
connected with three different network topologies were
solved with 48000 different values of parameters. The
range of tested parameter values is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Parameters range in batch test
Parameter Begin End Step Multiply
alpha 0.6 0.98 0.02
beta 0.6 0.98 0.02
final temperature 1e-9 1e-14 0.1
distance 0.1 0.29 0.01

Figures 7 and 8 depict the localization error as a func-
tion of alpha and distance parameter. For both charts the
values of the rest parameters are constant. In the figure
7 the best solution can be achieved when alpha = 0.96.
In this experiment beta is equal 0.98. This pair of values
forms the optimal set of values which allows to obtain
the smallest localization error for considered tasks. This
result is in accordance with intuition – it is more safety to
change the temperature in SA algorithm slowly, although
in some cases it is possible to obtain better accuracy for
different values of alpha.

Moreover the tests confirmed that better results can be
obtained when the distance of node movement is shrunk
slower than the coordinating parameter T (temperature)
– that is beta > alpha. The impact of distance pa-
rameter is definitely less significant than alpha and beta
parameters, at least for alpha and beta values exceeding
0.9.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
We have presented the design and evaluation of our WSN
Localization System extended with distributed comput-
ing feature. The software can be used for creation and
solving different WSN localization problems using our
TSA or SA methods. The software can be easily ex-
tended with another methods utilizing the same software
framework. Emphasis was placed on the distributed com-
putation modules which allows us for maximizing the
methods robustness for different tasks. In our future re-
search, we would like to add additional methods to our

software and improve analytical capabilities – displaying
charts with best, worst and average solutions.
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